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This presentation will offer an understanding of the following:
1. How does the cancer appear? A short review of the literature studying the underlying
health dynamics leading to skin cancer
2. Discussion of the diseases that resemble skin cancer. The development of
Xeroderma Pigmentosum. Our research centers around utilizing Signaling
technology to repair the DNA in the cancer cell. Research will study the cancer cell
during sun exposure while monitoring the degradations and the capability of the skin
to repair the damage when signaling technology is applied
3. We have previously seen that with frequent repeated exposure to sunlight there is
incomplete DNA that in one moment will multiply in a several nucleus disorder,
transforming a cell into an entity with multiple nucleotides.
4. Utilization of a new Signaling technology, IELLIOS IREVIVE in repairing cancer cells and
in helping damaged DNA regain his function. Discussion of the theoretical
understanding of the underlying dynamics of this process. There has never been a
DNA repair study regarding cancer cells and Signaling technology. Our hypothesis is
that DNA is a language that consists of 4 letters. Change in the sequence of these
letters forms nonsense signals which will eventually create nonsense proteins which
will subsequently either give nonsense instructions or skip important steps during the
cell’s mitosis leading to healthy cellular regeneration. Because the cell that goes
through mitosis skips such essential steps (it's like you've given your address to
someone but you skipped a few turns and this person is endlessly driving never finding
the destination) hence teratomas and cancer are formed. According to the
literature, teratomas or cancer are also the result of faulty signaling or “nonsense
instructions” from damaged proteins.
5.

What is the theoretical understanding of how does Signaling technology may work to
repair this process which has deleterious results for mitosis and cellular
regeneration? Signaling technology emits signals from the outside that are in sync or
match biological signals in a healthy body forming a resonance that can fill in, repair
or revive broken protein or DNA signals. Both DNA and proteins are composed by
specific sequences of letters. Such sequences represent signals. When a protein
sequence is incorrect or broken and the correct signal comes from the outside, the
system will utilize the correct signal to "remember" the natural signal that was
emitted by the correct sequence before the sequence of letters was changed to a
nonsense sequence. Basically Signaling technology donates the correct signals which
are absorbed by the body to be utilized in the repair of DNA and protein letter
sequences that have been dismantled or in DNA and protein sequences that have
“dropped” certain letters hence forming nonsense signals.

6.

Discussion of what are the mechanisms of this process:
Actually, it happens via three mechanisms. One was already explained in section
five: the signaling process. The other mechanism is the electrons that carry the
signals through the ion channels. There is mathematical proof (Presentation of the
book “Electron Gated Ion Channels” published in 2008) that at certain proprietary

energies electrons amplify the ion channels allowing the passage of artificially made
bio-compatible signals transmitted via the keratinocytes of the skin. These signals will
eventually be absorbed and utilized by the body in the repair or damaged biological
signals. The third mechanism is based on research showing that electrons donate
themselves to the free radicals which are damaged molecules missing an electron.
Free radicals have an odd number of electrons vs a stable molecule which has an
even number of electrons. When the IELLIOS IREVIVE transmits electrons that carry
biocompatible signals through the skin, these electrons donate themselves to the free
radicals that break down DNA. As soon as the free radicals replenish change the
number of their electrons from an off number to an even number they immediately
turn back to being stable molecules (see time reversal of free radicals in the
powerpoint). What DNA breakages means is basically the DNA letters are jumbled
up which they then form nonsense sequences... hence nonsense proteins, hence
cancer
7.

Does this process improves the synthesis of new cells improving the signals between
the new cells? Our hypothesis is on the affirmative. Once the protein signals are
reinstated then they can "manage" the system so that new cells are created properly
(rather than half way in which case you need the autophagy mechanism to clean them
up) the protein production is smooth, communications are reinstated and the system
functions as it would have been at an earlier stage (just like in a time reversal on the
cellular level since time reversal is only possible at the cellular level)

8.

What about the damage DNA.? Would this gain his original structure?
Once again our hypothesis is on the affirmative. DNA chromatin puts the disordered
parts back together (chromatin is like a librarian putting the books back in sequence
after they have been disordered by readers) -- in this case the "books" are the "genes"
-- after the free radicals have turned into stable molecules via the electron donation
and the signaling process has reinstated the DNA letters’ correct sequences.

9.

Discussion of how signals are directed through the skin tissue in vitro and in vivo.
Clinical results will be presented as well as in vitro after cells have been in a dish for
72 hours while the IELLIOS IREVIVE technology is applied

10.

Our first experiments will be with Actinic damage. Additional experiments on cancer
cells will follow
Both clinical and experimental results will be presented during the conference.

